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I Will Never Stop Loving You
 	
 	When winter comes in summer,
When theres no love forever,
That's when i stop loving you.
I'm sure you've heard these words before,
And i know it's hard for you to trust them once more.
You're afraid it all might end.
And your heart is scared of breaking again,
But you've got to believe me that i'll never leave.
And you'll never cry unless i am there with you,
I will always be here,
And you'll never be without me.
As long as the sun still lights the sky,
You will always be in my mind.
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Alone But Happy
 
Am i alone but happy
happy because your there
sometimes you've stay
but most your gone
 
living here in this complicated world
means loneliness
but you; ve enter in my life
i know that i'm not alone
...^_^...
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Hate But I Love
 
hating you means
loving you most
no one knows
what we feel
but who cares about it
i love when people hates me
i laugh when peoples ignore me
i cried when somebody says she loves me
i became sad when people says
anything good to me
i hate that much....
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Hayzt Friendly Enemy
 
my friend is my enemy
since the day I met him
the one that i hate most
never thought we will be friend
 
I thought it was a accident
an never existing true
but my nemy becomes
my Best friend
 
suddenly our closeness
begans to turn gray
knowing that there something wrong
My best friend had to Go
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I Like Being Lonely
 
i like being lonely
because everytime i'll be alone
i can see you
like dreaming in vain
 
no one can realize
how i feel when i'am alone
lonely is such a word
can't express by words
 
now i realize being lonely
is not being safe
lonelliness means
crying and loving in silence
 
no one know's how lonely I
now living without you
without any reason
without any trace of living
 
sad to say i'am still loving you
but how can i say that to you
if i don't know were are you
still saying gudbye
...^_^...
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Me, Myself, And The Other Side Of Me
 
me lonely but happy
sad but no one can see
sometimes they see im smiling
but deep inside, i m crying
 
myself pretending to be nice
letting others to join in myself
but no one knows me well
even my friends didn't know me
 
the other side of me
full of lonlinest but still smiling
always sad but never been alone
same as the thing that will never change! ...
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